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This algebra 2 equation system worksheet will create problems for using the Cramer rule with 2x2 tables. You can choose the types of solutions that you want the problems to have. Click here for more systems of equations and inequalities Worksheets In our previous lesson, we studied how to use the Cramer rule with
two variables. Our goal here is to extend the application of the cramer rule to three variables usually in terms of \large{x}, \large{y}, and \large{z}. I'll go over five (5) worked examples to help you familiarize yourself with this concept. To do well in this regard, you need an idea of how to find the determinant of a 3⨉3 matrix.
So that's what we're going to do first. Ready? Formula to find the determinant of a table 3⨉3 Its determinant can be calculated using the following formula. Let's make a quick example. Carefully find the determinant of matrix A solution: Make sure you follow the formula for how to carefully find the determinant of a 3×3
matrix, as shown above. More than that, don't rush when performing the required arithmetic operations at each step. This is where common errors usually occur, but can be prevented. When you do it right, your solution should be similar to the one below. Now, it's time to complete the process of how to use the cramer
rule in a linear system that includes three variables. Cramer rules for linear equation systems with three variables Highlight each of the four matrix coefficient tables: X – matrix: Y – matrix: Z – matrix: Things to notice from the above setting: 1) The coefficients of variables x, y, and z make use of the indicators a, b, and c,
respectively. While fixed terms use index d. 2) Denominators to find the values of x, y, and z are all the same, which is the determining factor in the coefficient table (coefficients derived from columns x, y, and z). 3) To resolve for x, the coefficients in column x are replaced by the constant column (in red). 4) To resolve for
y, the coefficients in column y are replaced by the fixed column (in red). 5) In the same way, to resolve for z, the coefficients in column z are replaced by the fixed column (in red). Examples of how to solve linear equation systems with three variables using the Cramer rule Example 1: Solve the system with three variables
from the Cramer rule. From the given linear equation system, I will construct the four tables that will be used to resolve the values of \large{\color{green}x}, \large{\color{green}y}, and \large{\color{green}z}. Use the above guide properly adjust these special matrices. Then it will solve for the determinant of each uterus. To
do this, I can manually solve the determinant of each matrix on paper using the formula provided above. It can be tedious, but it's ok as good math skills are developed by doing lots of problems. The values of the determinants are listed below. Determining factors of each matrix: Final answers or solutions are easily
calculated or calculated determinants required. Values for \large{\color{green}x}, \large{\color{green}y}, and \large{\color{green}z} were resolved. The final answer written in point notation is \color{blue}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \left( { - 1,1, - 2} \right). Example 2: Solve the system with three variables according to the Cramer
rule. I really regard the matrix factor as the main matrix because the other three tables come from it. For example, table x is only the main table with column x replaced by the constant column (in red). You may notice that the same pattern is applied when constructing the other tables: y and z. After solving the
determinant of each matrix, I have it all written down. Determinants of each table: The values for x, y, and z are calculated as follows. Notice that x is obtained by taking the determinant of matrix x divided by the determinant factor of the coefficient table. This rule applies to the rest of us. Values for \large{\color{green}x},
\large{\color{green}y}, and \large{\color{green}z} were resolved. Our final answer is \color{blue}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \left( { - \,4,2,1} \right). Example 3: Solve the system with three variables according to the Cramer rule. This issue is much easier than the first two examples because of the presence of zero entries in the x,
y, and constant columns. Do you see that? When we have zero entries in a table, the calculation of its determination is dramatically simplified. In fact, as you increase the number of zeros in a square matrix, the work done to find its determinant decreases significantly. Here are the tables extracted from the system of
linear equations. Solving for their determinants, I got the following values. Determinants of each matrix: This leads us to easily create and calculate the final answers. Values for \large{\color{green}x}, \large{\color{green}y}, and \large{\color{green}z} were resolved. The final answer is \color{blue}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \left( { -
\,1,6,1} \right). Example 4: Solve the system with three variables from the Cramer rule Write the four special tables. Evaluate each matrix to find its determinant. These are the determinants of each matrix: Use the Cramer rule to get the following solutions. Values for \large{\color{green}x}, \large{\color{green}y}, and
\large{\color{green}z} were resolved. The final answer is \color{blue}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = \left( { - \,1,2,0} \right). Example 5: Solve the system with three variables from the cramer rule Let's make one last example! I hope that at this point, you had enough practice on how to solve systems with three variables using
Cramer's rule. I suggest you first on paper and then come back to compare your answer. Don't worry, no one's watching.  When you're ready, scroll down to see the solution. Build the four special matrices. Find the determinant of each square matrix. Determinants of each matrix Resolve for x, y and z using the given
formula. Resolved values for \large{\color{green}x}, \large{\color{green}x}, and \large{\color{green}z}. Become! The final response in point format is \color{blue}\left( {x,y,z} \right) = {\large{\left( { - \,3, - {4 \over 5},{3 \over 5}} \right)}} . Practice with worksheets You may also be interested: Cramer's Rule 2×2 Related Topics:
More lessons for Grade 9 Math Worksheets Examples, solutions, videos, worksheets, games and activities to help Algebra students learn how to use the Cramer rule to solve a system of equations. What's Kremer's rule? Cramer's rule uses determinants to solve a linear system of equations. Cramer rule Sometimes



using algebra matrix or inverse tables to find the solution to a system of linear equations can be tedious. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the cramer rule and determinants to solve a system of equations. Finding determinants becomes much more difficult with higher dimensions, so Cramer's rule is better for
smaller linear equation systems. Cramer rule, system resolution How to use the Cramer rule to solve an equation system? Cramer Rule for Solving a System 3 Linear Equations - Example 1 Cramer Rule for Solving a System 3 Linear Equations - Example 2 Cramer Rule, 3x3 Linear System How to Solve a 3x3 System of
Linear Equations Using Cramer's Rule? Show step-by-step solutions Try the free Mathway calculator and solve problems below to practice various math topics. Try the examples given to you or type your own problem and check your answer with step-by-step explanations. We welcome your comments, comments and
questions on this site or page. Please submit your comments or queries via the comments page. This Algebra 2 table worksheet will create problems for using the cramer rule with 2x2 tables. You can choose the types of solutions that you want the problems to have. Click here for more worksheets of worksheets
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